
BIRTHA
BIRTHA’s

first year was

definitely a

successful one,

as a result, in no

small measure, of the hard work of

the administrator, Sam Barlow.The

office in no 7 Woodland Road has

been set up, and Sam is always

willing to welcome colleagues there

for a chat.The website, apart from

being generally informative, is

getting across the message to the

world outside that the Bristol

Faculty of Arts constitutes a

dynamic and thriving research

environment, with a huge variety of

activities (too many indeed easily to

keep track of). Please do keep

sending Sam details of current and

future events, so she can keep the

diary of events up-to-date.

BIRTHA was able to offer

significant financial support to the 5

newly-launched Faculty research

themes, the main subject of this
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newsletter.Various schemes have

been set up, including one for

official BIRTHA conferences (3 a

year, fully supported

administratively), and one for

postgraduate conferences.This

autumn we shall have the first

annual BIRTHA lecture, which

will be a good opportunity to

celebrate our collective

achievements.You will find the

details of these and other BIRTHA

activities on the website.The

Executive Committee meets once a

term to consider proposals for

grants of over £500, while I can

help colleagues wherever possible

with smaller sums.This year funds

will be somewhat tighter, but there

is still enough to make a real

difference. I am anxious to talk to

colleagues about their research

needs, and am always glad to

receive suggestions on what

BIRTHA might additionally offer.

Language History From Below 
Linguistic Variation in the Germanic
Languages from 1700 – 2000 

6th – 8th April 2005

Organised by Nils Langer (Bristol), Stephan Elspaß
(Augsburg), Joachim Scharloth (Zürich),Wim
Vandenbussche (VU Brussel).

That history is not an independently existing object but

rather the construct of the interpretation of people also

pertains to the field of historical linguistics.Therefore, it comes

as no surprise that histories of languages can vary, depending

not just on the empirical data available but also the

motivations of the historian. In particular it is the historian’s

choice to ignore or devalue certain developments as peripheral

or ‘merely regional’.

The historiography of the Germanic languages, e.g., is

heavily influenced by a certain bias towards what is

considered to be beautiful and what is seen to be correct.This

view has led to a striking asymmetry in that scholars devote a

lot of time to the “beautiful” variability of languages and

dialects from the beginning of textual evidence (c. 800AD for

English and German, somewhat later for Scandinavian and

other Gmc. languages) until the beginning of the

standardisation in the Early Modern period (c. 16th/17th

century) when contemporary variation was considered to be

irritating, incorrect and ugly. In the recently developed field

of Historical Sociolinguistics, this bias is being challenged. In

the first ever BIRTHA-sponsored conference (also funded by

the British Academy and the Linguistics Association of Great

Britain), scholars from 14 countries, specialising in both

“smaller” languages such as Yiddish,Afrikaans, Flemish,

Luxembourgish, and Surinamese Dutch but also “bigger” ones

such as German, English and Norwegian came to Clifton Hill

House in April 2005 to discuss a new angle to language

historiography. Rather than adopting the traditional focus on

the standard varieties of their languages, these scholars

proposed a view of “language history from below” whereby

non-standard data from 1700-2000 is not ignored as it was

previously the case but is openly endorsed as the focus of

study. In this context, typical topics covered by several papers

include the use of non-standard features in private letter

correspondence (e.g. the variation of you was vs. you were in

C18; the spelling of {have} as <of> which was already

attested in the late C18!), the effectiveness of prescriptive

grammarians to stigmatised particular constructions (e.g. split

infinitives in C18 English, würde in in C19 German), or the

close interconnection between the creation of national and

linguistic identity, esp. in multilingual settings (e.g. C19

Hungary, C19 Poland, or modern Luxembourg).

An intense three days of discussion were completed with the

foundation of a Historical Sociolinguistics Network

(HISON) which aims to provide a platform for coordinated

research, exchange of information and further collaboration

with regard to conferences and summer schools.



The first year of activity has been busy
and productive.The seminar series was
very well attended by staff and research
students from departments across the Arts
Faculty and beyond. Participants were
asked to explore how their own work
related to the Theme, and papers were
delivered by colleagues from Arts`and
Social Sciences in Bristol and by two
visiting scholars from the USA –
Professor Tracy C.Davis (Northwestern)
and Professor Michael Shanks (Stanford).

The theme is the beneficiary of two
RCUK Academic Fellowships. The first
– Dr Angela Piccini - was appointed in
February, and Dr Jo Carruthers joins us in
September from the University of
Lancaster.

The programme for the coming
academic year will focus on aspects of
place and space via travel, transitions,
mappings, representation and movement.

Anyone with any interest in this
Theme is very welcome to take part and
is invited to contact
Angela.Piccini@bristol.ac.uk for further
details.

This year, in addition to a regular
seminar series and several publications
within the area, we have had a number
of significant events, including: the
relaunch of the Institute of Greece,
Rome, and the Classical Tradition, with
a provocative lecture 'Greek Tragedy
Today' by Colin Burrow (Cambridge); a
commemoration of the work of Jacques
Derrida; a 3-day international
conference 'Crossing Cultures: Identities
in the Material World'; a visit as Meaker
Professor by Kenneth Haynes (Brown),
an important figure in English/Classics
relations and translation studies; a strand
'Art History and the Uses of Reception'
at the 31st Annual Conference of the
Association of Art Historians at Bristol; a
debate about reception at the Classical
Association Conference in Reading;
and, a fitting climax, a lecture by one of
the Dioscuri of reception theory,
Professor Wolfgang Iser (Constance and
Irvine). (A full report of these and other
activities is posted on the BIRTHA
website.) Institute fellow Katherine
Harloe has been working on 'Nietzsche
and the Greeks', and Dr Ika Willis, who

has just finished her PhD in cultural
studies in Leeds, has been appointed
Faculty Lecturer in Reception.And the
future looks at least as exciting, with
plans for new publication ventures as
well numerous events

Participants in this theme have been
pushing forward interdisciplinary
research on a number of fronts,
including (i) the Royal Society’s
Medawar Lecture,“The Truth About
Science’ (Professor Peter Lipton,
Cambridge); (ii) a seminar series on the
history and philosophy of science; (iii) a
conference to mark the 250th
anniversary of the Lisbon Earthquake
(28-29 October  2005); (iv) a major
international conference on Causes and
Dispositions (2-4 December 2005); (v)
workshops on the philosophy of biology
and methodology in the theory of
knowledge; (vi) a postgraduate
conference on novel approaches in the
philosophies of the mathematical and
natural sciences.

BIRTHA

The BIRTHA Office is situated on the ground floor of the Graduate Centre in 7 Woodland Road. Colleagues
are warmly invited to visit the Office either to talk to the Administrator, or consult the available archive.

Director: Professor Charles Martindale, Classics and Ancient History (C.A.Martindale@bris.ac.uk)
Administrator: Samantha Barlow (Sam.Barlow@bris.ac.uk)

Faculty 
BIRTHA Postgraduate Conference
Every day in their research, scientists of every stripe encounter the interplay between the natural and mathematical sciences. However,
this exchange of ideas and methods is not often to be found in the philosophical disciplines that analyse these two realms of
knowledge. At the start of June this year, aided financially by BIRTHA, the Mind Association, the Analysis Trust and the British
Society for the Philosophy of Science, the Department of Philosophy held a postgraduate conference entitled ‘Novel Approaches in
the Philosophies of the Natural and Mathematical Sciences’ that was intended to bridge this gap. Six excellent papers were presented
by graduate students from Edinburgh, Oxford, Cambridge and Bristol on topics as diverse as the philosophy of arithmetic, the analysis
of our concept of causation and the grounding for our statements about counterfactual situations. These graduate papers were
interspersed with three keynote addresses by Professor John MacFarlane from the University of California at Berkeley and Bristol’s
own Professor Alexander Bird of the Department of Philosophy and Dr. John P. Mayberry of the School of Mathematics. The
exchange of ideas and methods that the organizers had hoped to encourage was prolific from the beginning until the end. For further
information please visit the conference website, which will remain at http://www.maths.bris.ac.uk/~rp3959/conference.htm.
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Fu Manchu stalked a Bristol seminar
room this year, as participants in a
Centre for the Study of Colonial and
Postcolonial Societies workshop
debated ‘Limehouse nightmares’ with
visiting speaker Professor Jeffrey
Richards. Richards put the ‘Devil
doctor’ -- the ‘Yellow Peril incarnate in
one man’ as his creator memorably
conceived him -- in to his place in
British culture, and the culture of
colonial racism that lay embedded in it.
Author Sax Rohmer’s 1912 creation
was contrasted sharply with the realities
of Chinese life and experience in early
twentieth century Britain, in a
presentation from speaker Anne
Witchard, which covered that and the
exoticising reportage and fictions of
another ‘chronicler’ of London’s
Limehouse Chinatown,Thomas Burke.
Perhaps nothing demonstrates the
saliency of the study of colonialism and
its aftermaths more than the way even
these offspring of Edwardian popular
fiction continue to resonate with us.
The demonisation of an immigrant
community, the host culture’s fear of
alien plots and conspiracies, and the
crude and often harsh ways which the
community was policed and portrayed

in the press, offer much food for
contemporary thought.

Activities of Colonialism theme
participants this year have focused on a
busy schedule of seminars and
workshops, on turning the theme into a
Faculty research centre, and on taking a
major bid for a Leverhulme Research
Project grant to the shortlisting stage.
Highlights of the year included a well-
attended interdisciplinary workshop on
‘Colonial and Postcolonial Genders and
Sexualities’, the award of £50k by the
AHRC to the Centre to co-ordinate a
two-year national programme of
postgraduate research training in
Colonial and Postcolonial Studies, and
the appointment of Stephen Howe to
the new Chair in the History and
Cultures of Colonialism.

The ‘Medieval Cultures’ faculty
research theme is an exciting initiative
that builds on the success of Bristol’s
Centre for Medieval Studies.The
Centre has been operating since 1993,
its aim to draw together, and to provide
a dynamic forum for, the research
interests of all the staff and postgraduate
students within the Faculty of Arts who
work on aspects of the European

Middle Ages.The emphasis of the
faculty research theme on ‘cultures’
resonates strongly with the Centre’s
well-established attention to
interdisciplinary debate and
collaboration across departments.The
Centre regularly holds seminars and
conferences, to which specialists in a
wide range of disciplines are invited to
contribute, and it organizes an annual
postgraduate conference. Recent
international conferences organized by
members of the Centre include ‘The
World of Eleanor of Aquitaine’ (2003)
and ‘Envisaging Heaven in the Middle
Ages’ (2004). The Centre also plays an
active role in various Worldwide
Universities Network programmes,
most notably a project on
‘Multilingualism in the Middle Ages’
and a new collaboration on ‘Visual
Translation’. Members of the Centre
run regular sessions at the two principal
international medieval conferences, at
Leeds and Kalamazoo.Thanks to the
creation of the ‘Medieval Cultures’
research theme, the University was able
to make an appointment to a new
Professorship in Medieval Studies in
April 2005.The appointee is Professor
Pamela King, who will take up her
duties as Theme Leader and Director of
the Centre in January 2006. Professor
King, who joins us from St Martin’s
College, Lancaster, is an expert on late
medieval English mystery plays, as well
as many other aspects of late medieval
art and literature.

Colonialism
Theme Leader: Professor
Robert Bickers
(Department of Historical
Studies)

Medieval Cultures
Theme Leader: Dr
Marcus Bull (Department
of Historical Studies)

Reception
Theme Leader: Professor
Charles Martindale
(Department of Classics
and Ancient History)

Performativity,
Place, Space

Theme Leader: Professor
Martin White
(Department of Drama)

Science, Knowledge
and Reality

Theme Leader: Professor
Alexander Bird
(Department of
Philosophy)
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